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Systemic Design Labs – goals and learning content
empower students to become change agents for sustainability




Concepts & mental models
Sustainable Development Goals (SDG)
Ecosystem Services
Environmental Change 









































Develop an educational Snowshoe Kit
§ Build a prototype of an educational snowshoe building kit
§ Re-think the functions of a snowshoe: bring kids to snow AND educate
about sustainability the experiential way
§ Demonstrate systemic design, cradle-to-cradle, upcycling
§ Make systemic design experiential for users of the kit
§ Partners will co-develop the didactic concept
§ The kit will be produced and distributed to schools and outdoor shops
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From Vision to Transformation
The Resilience of Snow Sports - Mapping and understanding the system behind
SDL course plan
learning competence fields, activities and output
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Systemic Design Theory
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(Blizzard and Klotz, 2012)
Systemic Design Principles (MonViso Institute)
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Circular Design Guide
https://www.circulardesignguide.com/methods
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Bio-inspired design, Biomimicry, Nature‘s creativity
Go outside, re-connect, discover, identify and observe three systems in nature
that have elements, interconnection, and function. 
§ Record in your journal the components of the three systems
§ Describe and present them to the group. 
§ Why did you choose these systems? 
§ Now observe the same or three other systems, looking specifically for potential 
solutions of the identified functions for our design challenge (snowshoes): extended
surface, traction/grip, fixation
§ Use the Brainstorm map AND the concept board card to record ideas for addressing
the three main functions
Pick a place for discussion
§ Share the insights of the systems you observed
§ What are the interconnections in these systems? 
§ How would changing one part affect the rest? 
§ How do they relate to the functions we were looking for in the snowshoe project?
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Design thinking and doing
Inspired by nature
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Engineering and Prototyping
CAD, Laminating, Lasercutting, 3D Printing, Handtools,…
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The Snowshoe Toolkit Prototype
3D printed bio-plastics, Paulownia-Flax composite, upcycled waste, Pinatex
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The Snowshoe Toolkit Prototype
3D printed bio-plastics, Paulownia-Flax composite, upcycled waste, Pinatex
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Student work by Paco Bos, Nik Zielonka, & Joel Zürcher
Further SDL design products
Skis, Kite- and Longboards, Knives, Surfboards, Backpacks…
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SDL aims: integrate systemic thinking and doing for sustainability in current
(engineering design) education and practice. 
1. sensitize students for the potential to developing sustainable solutions for pressing
societal problems. 
2. engage students in systems thinking by mapping an engineering design challenge
within its greater societal and service context, working interdisciplinary. 
3. spur ecological design thinking and creativity by experiencing nature’s design 
solutions outdoors, practicing the art and science of bio- inspired design.
4. teach life cycle analysis and circular design by working with natural materials, 
expanding from the current engineering focus on high tech materials and metals. 
5. advocate critical thinking for sustainability by letting students design and fabricate an 
educational (snowshoe) building toolkit, based on established systemic design 
principles. 
6. transfer the practically derived skills to a complex real-world application of a 
transdisciplinary (TD) partnership, 
7. maximise outreach by spreading the educational toolkits, by offering modular course
concepts to partners, and by publishing course movie. 
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